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How to be a YouTuber

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:YouTube_Logo_2017.svg

Description/ Outcome

Students undertaking this course are going to learn everything they need to know to start their very own

YouTube channel.

Blurb; “Have you ever thought about starting your own YouTube channel? With this introductory course

you will learn everything you need to know to get started. Workshop ideas, learn about FREE software and

get your content online.”

Part 1 of 2 ( 4 Sessions, 2.5 hours each)

"Get your account set-up and ready to go in this first part. We will be discussing the types of YouTubers we

currently watch and what type of channel we want to be making. We will also workshop ideas for content

and theming. Finally, learn how to produce, edit and upload your first video”
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Document Name: “Student Book - How to be a YouTuber - v0.3.docx ”

Document Details: Version 0.3 (Q4 - 2019) - September

Document Status: active

Author: Paul Hobby - paulh@djerriwarrh.org

Editor: N/A

Legal Information:

This document has been created in accordance and compliance with all of HobStar Computer Services’ (to

be further referred to as ‘HobStar’) legal obligations. All information is intended as training material and

does not necessarily reflect HobStar’s views.

Updates to this document:

This document still requires authorization and checking to be performed and completed in order for it to

be considered a legitimate HobStar document. Any version of this document that is listed as a ‘Draft’ is not

a finished product and might not reflect the intended finished product.

Usage of this document:

This document is intended to be presented to students for their use. Any unintended results of using this

document can not be held against HobStar

Notable Version Updates

Version 0.1 - Document Created

Version 0.2 - Updating and adding content

Version 0.3 - Week 1 completed, week 2 started
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Induction
Course Overview

Course dates

Week 1 - Wednesday 23rd of October

Week 2 - Wednesday 30th of October

Week 3 - Wednesday 06th of November

Week 4 - Wednesday 13th of November

Expectations

● Attend every day
● Arrive on time
● One 15 minute breaks
● From 12 noon to 2:30 pm
● Answer calls outside
● Conversations are not for when trainer is

teaching
● No kids, childminding not available
● Leave room clean & tidy
● PCs turned off

Student expectations

Brainstorm and develop a YouTube channel and
discover the techniques and software required
to produce content.

Learn:

● Google account settings
● How to use software
● Produce content
● Upload content
● Look at analytics

Expected outcomes

By the end of this course, students will have
created a YouTube channel with branding,
including; banners, logos and landing page.

Students will be proficient in the basic
operations of the free software required to edit
and produce videos.

Analytics will be investigated to help understand
which videos are popular and why.

Housekeeping

● Emergency Evacuation Procedure
● Facilities
● Attendance

Other
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Run down of the 4 sessions and what will be covered

Week 1 - Getting Started - 23rd of October

Introductions and Induction. Outline of topics covered.

Types of channels and content

Creating a Google account

Adding a ‘Brand Account’

Defining your channel

Privacy setting

Week 2 - Making Videos - 30th of October

Installing required software

Learn how to use free software for;

 Doing screen capture

 Recording from a camera

 Editing recordings/ captures

Sourcing and adding free music

Week 3 - Advanced Techniques - 06th of November

Using the software in class

Demonstration time in class

Students to apply learned techniques

Q&A time, individual project assistance

Week 4 - Tags and Uploads - 13th of November

Uploading videos

Entering description, tags and credits (e.g music)

Making videos public, unlisted or private

MORE Q&A time, individual project assistance
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Week 1 - Getting Started

Introduction

YouTube is a multimedia social network that provides video hosting worldwide, although some content is

blocked on a per-country basis1 . It was founded on February 2005 and was bought by Google in 2006 for

$1.65 billion.

Some interesting YouTube Demographics2

73% of US adults use YouTube.

62% of YouTube users are Males.

78% of US men adults use YouTube.

68% of US women adults use YouTube.

80% of YouTube users come from outside the U.S.

62% of businesses use YouTube.

9% of small businesses are on YouTube.

Types of channels and content

Before we can begin on our journey, we need to first have a think about ‘why’ we want to produce content

for YouTube. But if you are not yet sure, then the best way to start this process is to have a look at the type

of YouTubers that you already watch. This should give you a fair idea of your current interests and passions.

One of the hardest things about being a YouTuber is staying motivated and producing constient content.

Consistent material means keeping to an upload schedule and producing content of similar quality.

Your upload schedule is completely up to you, weekly, fortnight or even monthly if your content is difficult

to produce. Weekly is a good starting place and you can always increase your frequency, but letting your

frequency drop (at least when starting out) is not advisable. An established channel with a dedicated fan

base will understand if you communicate about delays or going on holidays, but a smaller channel could

get forgotten if you stop making videos for a period of time.

Ultimately, you can think about YouTubing like a long term relationship; if your not willing to put in the

effort, it might not be the right fit for you. However, in the case of YouTube, it’s ok to ‘have a go’ and see if

it’s the right fit for you.

Finally, the most important thing is… do what you love. If you make content of the latest and greatest

thing/game just to try and be popular, you won’t love what you’re doing, and ultimatly this will show in

your finished product.

1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Censorship_of_YouTube
2 https://www.omnicoreagency.com/youtube-statistics/
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So what type of content do you like to watch?

Here is a list of the current top 16 categories of YouTube videos3. On your “YouTube Master Pack” (Section

A; What do you enjoy watching?) put a tick in the ones that you enjoy watching, perhaps write a sentence

or two about what each of these types means to you (research required?).

1. Commentary 2. Product Reviews 3. How-Tos/Tutorials 4. Top Lists

5. Comedy 6. Challenges 7. Reactions 8. Q&A

9. Interview 10. Docuseries 11. Educational 12. Music Videos

13. Narratives 14. Gaming 15. ASMR 16.Sports

I asked a group of young people (10 - 14yrs old) to list some of the types of YouTubers they watch and

what types of videos they produce. You might like to take the time outside of class to look some of them

up and experience they type of content they make.

Norris Nuts - Vlog and challenge

Mr. Beast - Challaneges

Ireland Boys Productions - Challanges

Aphmau - Gaming

Markaplier - Gaming

MATN - Gaming

Rosanna Pansin - Cooking

5 min crafts - How-To’s

7 second riddles - ???

LankyBox - comedy, parody,

Kids react to - reactions

Hashtagme# ASMR - ASMR

Looper - Movies, TV, Top-Lists

Chris Stuckman - Movie Review

HISHE - Comedy, parody

WIRED - Interviews, Q&A, Interesting stuff

Audrey Mika - Singer

Danny Gonzalez - Reactions, comedy, parody

3 https://mediakix.com/blog/most-popular-youtube-videos/
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Brainstorm videos you could make

Now it’s your turn! Pick one or two categories from the top 16 listed previously OR pick a category that you

are interested in, and write an idea for at least 2 to 3 videos that you might consider creating.

For example;

Type;

 How-to’s / Tutorials (computers)

Vid 1;

 How to use Microsoft Word

Vid 2;

 Downloading and Installing programs

Write these in on your “YouTube Master Pack” (Section B; What could you make?)

How did you find that? Was it easier or hard than you thought? Share with the class what you wrote down.

Types of YouTubers

Write what type of YouTuber you would like to be. Consider things like, your category of choice, whether

you will be a high energy video game player, a calm and warm gardener or a passionate computer trainer.

Remember, this is just brain storming form now, this can change as you settle into your channel, but it’s

not a bad idea to sketch an outline first.

Write what type of YouTuber you would like to be on your “YouTube Master Pack” (Section C; Type of

YouTuber)
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Your “About” page

Another thing we should think about now is the text that will go on your YouTube’s “About” page, we can

change it later, and in fact as your interests shift and change it’s a good idea to keep it updated.

Here’s the text from my two main YouTube Channels;

HobbitGaming;

Description

Minecraft and sometimes other games from a Hobbit's point of view. This is a PG rated channel and

swearing will not be tolerated.

Welcome to HobbitGaming, the channel where I, TheHobbit81, like to play Minecraft and

sometimes a different game or two. Most of my channel will be dedicated to Realms and the

occasional Modded Minecraft or Multi-player action.

I have plans for adding a non-Minecraft game soon, but I'm not quite ready to do that yet.

~Hobbit

HobStar Computing Solutions;

This channel has been created to provide my views and experiences on computer hardware,

software and programming. It is a W.I.P (Work In Progress) and a lot more content will be coming

soon.

I also plan to provide tutorials on basic computer uses, tailored towards people with less experience.

I feel that there is not enough training available at this level.

If you would like tailored training, please don't hesitate to contact me.

~Paul

Both of these could use a bit more work, but they are good starting places. They give someone visiting my

channels (should they be bothered to go to the “About” page) a pretty good idea of what the channels are

about. Write something you might add to your ‘About’ page text in your “YouTube Master Pack” (Section

D; Your “About” page text)
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Creating a Google account

It’s important to realise that your Gmail account is actually your Google account. This means that when you

go to YouTube and use your Gmail address and Password to log in, you are not just logging into YouTube

but all of Google (Docs, Gmail, Keep, Photos, Maps, etc.)

If you do not have a Google account at all, you will need one to be able to progress to the next step. To

create one;

1) Go to “https://accounts.google.com/SignUp” or simply search for “Sign up for Google account”

2) Enter your first name last name as well as what you want to have as your email address for this Google

Account. NOTE: You don’t actually have to enter your real first and last name. The email address is NOT

one that will appear as part of your channel, so you don’t need to stress too much about what it, but I

usually recommend, once again, not using your real name.

3) Choose and remember a password for this account, it’ll need 8 or more characters with a mix of letters,

numbers & symbols. Also consider adding TFA as well.

4) Click the [Next] button

<<Coming Soon>> video of process

Adding a ‘Brand Account’

You will need to create what is called a ‘Brand Account’ which is what your channel will be called. A Google

Account can have multiple Brand Accounts attached to it, mine has my personal account, my HobStar

brand account and my HobbitGaming brand account linked to them. A good reason to have separate brand

accounts is to separate your interests, build better analytics and just to ‘gate’ some stuff in general <re-

write>

For example, if I want to watch gaming or pop-culture<?> types of videos, I’ll switch to my HobbitGaming

account, but if I want to watch computer tutorial or programming videos I switch to my HobStar account.

Finally, my personal account I use for… well that’s personal. :P

Now we need to use the information we have written down so far to decide on a channel name <can you

change it? If so, how bad could it be?> Think carefully about your channel name, try not to pick one that

limits you to one very specific thing, e.g; RobloxMaster123 or iBakeCakes or ComicsReviwed, picking one of

these might limit what your viewers will be happy to accept in terms of ‘lateral movement’ with the

content you decide to make. Some YouTubers will simply make an additional channel to cover future

content that diverges from the original channel’s content, but when starting out, you might want to

consider keeping it to just one channel for uploading content to.

<<Coming Soon>> video of process

Naming your channel

So what will your channel be called? Add this to the “YouTube Master Pack” Section E; Channel Details”

handout, include details about your main account and any other brand accounts that you wish to take note

of.
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Defining your channel

This section will give only a brief overview of the following topics, and in-depth discussion would be

outside the scope of this course. The idea of this section is to start thinking about the visuals of your

channel.

Some things to know;

 Banners4

 Minimum dimension for upload: 2048px x 1152px

 Minimum safe area for text and logos: 1546px x 423px. Larger images may get cropped on certain

views or devices

 Maximum width: 2560px x 423px. This means that the “safe area” is always visible regardless of

screen size. The areas on each side of the channel art are visible or cropped depending on browser

size

 File size: 4MB or smaller

This is the first thing that people will see when they land on your channel and it can help to set the overall

theme.

Banner sizing reference;

4 https://blog.elink.io/youtube-banner-size/
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While uploading a YouTube banner, you need to take care of-

 Your channel icon, which overlaps the top left part of your YouTube Banner.

 Your social sharing buttons, which take up the bottom right part of your YouTube Banner.

 Different screen sizes– mobile, desktop and television.

Therefore, you need to have the vital information (logo, tagline etc) in the safe area, i.e. the middle of the

banner or top right to make sure it looks good and well, doesn’t get chopped off on different devices.

All too hard? There are a few sites out there that can help you to create a banner. Try;

www.canva.com

www.picmonkey.com

Or

www.snappa.com

They will require a sign-up but they are mostly free.

 Logo

This is what people will see when they search for, and find your channel. It also shows up on your ‘Landing

Page’ and can complement your banner. If you are a business and you have a logo, this is an ideal time to

add it in.

 Description/ About Page

The first few words of your ‘About Page’ are also seen when you find a channel, so it’s important that there

is something there that would give a potential view a snippet of what your channel is a bout.
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 Landing area

The ‘Landing area’ is where people arrive when they come to your channel. Here you can set different

options that depend on weather the person visiting is subscribed to your channel already or if they are a

new visitor.

 Thumbnail (1280px x 720px)

Thumbnails will be covered in a later session. They are the image you see when you search for a video or if

it is featured on YouTube. They are very important because although we are told ‘not to judge a book by

it’s cover’ we always do.
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Privacy setting

1) To access your privacy settings, start by opening up YouTube’s home page. Next, find your account

settings by clicking your avatar in the top-right hand corner, and click the gear icon.

2) Click “Privacy” in the left-hand menu.

Here you can change what the public (anyone viewing your channel) can and can’t see when they view

your profile/ channel.

3) To turn off public visibility for videos you’ve liked and channels you’ve subscribed to. TICK ‘Keep all my

liked videos and saved playlists private’ and ‘Keep all my subscriptions private”

It’s a good idea to have a look around here at the other setting and see what’s here.

100 YouTube video ideas

This probably sounds like an impossible task, but if you can come with 100 fairly loose ideas for videos

before you even begin, you’ll never be left wanting for content. The idea is that once you have your 100

ideas, you then go through and highlight your top 10 favourite. These will be your first 10 videos on your

channel. Now, I don’t want you to stress this one too much, I know it seems like a lot to ask, but if you can

come up with 15 video ideas per day before next week, you’ll have (just over) 100 ideas!

Have a look at “YouTube Master Pack” Section F; Channel Details”
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Week 2 - Making Videos - <date>

Installing required software

There are many paid programs that can be used to create YouTube videos, however, I’m going to be

showing you some free ones that do a great job too. Before we begin though, we need talk about the

different categories of software we’ll be needing. These will also depend on the types of videos that you

plan to make.

For recording and/or streaming game play footage/screen capture;

- OBS Studio

For recording/editing voice audio;

- Audacity

Editing captured video or recorded footage from a digital camera;

- HitFilm Express 2017

There are MANY other options and alternatives out there, I have tried a few and you should too. For the

purpose of this course, we will be using the ones listed above.
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OBS Studio

Install

Let’s stat with capturing your screen which you will need to do for wither computer turoials or for

gameplay videos. For this we use OBS (Open Broadcaster Software) Studio. OBS is a fantasic piece of

software that only requires a few initial settings to be adjusted, based off your computers hardware

capabality and your prefreces. Once set up, OBS just works and that includes for streaming as well. You can

obtain a code from your YouTube page and enter it in OBS, then, whenever you want to stream, you can

just press a button (more on this later)

To get a copy, just search for “OBS Studio” or go to https://obsproject.com downloads are avaiable for

Windows, Mac and Linux. We need the one for Windows and same the file. When finished, run the file and

read the prompts as the install process moves along.

Setup

Once installed;

1) Click the [+] button in the ‘Sources’ section

2) Select ‘Game Capture’

3) Leave the name as is and click the [OK] button

4) Make sure the ‘Mode’ is set to ‘Capture any fullscreen applicaion’ and click the [OK] button

5) You will see ‘Game Capture’ as a source now
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Extra Setup

Now that we have our first ‘Source’ setup, it’s a good idea to change some of the setting for all of OBS (not

just this source)

1) Click the [Settings] button, Here you can change your video output format and location.

2) Select the [Output] menu button and make sure the a)‘Recording Quality’ is set to ‘High Quality,

Medium File Size’ and the b)‘Recording format’ is set to ‘mkv’

3) Select the [Video] menu button and make sure the ‘Base (Canvas) Resolution’ is the same as your

computer’s resolution. Set the ‘Output (Scaling) Resolution’ to be the same. You should also set your

‘Common FPS Values’ to something that reflects your computer’s processing power. 25 is good for an older

PC, 50 - 60 for a more powerful computer

Note1; Your resolution can usually be found by Right Mouse Clicking your desktop and clicking on ‘Screen

resolution

Note2; Not sure how powerful your computer is? Try 60, record a test video, process it and upload as a

private video to YouTube and see how it looks. If it’s “choppy” then try again at a lower FPS

4) Finally, select [Advanced] menu button and tick ‘Automatically remux to mp4’ as this will be VERY

important for when we get to HitFilm Express as it is not able to import .mkv files. More on that later.
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Using

We are not covering microphones at the moment, but if you want to record your voice as well as your

gameplay, you’ll need one. Many types of headsets have a built in microphone which will work fine for

starting out. More expensive microphones will, obviously, give better results, but we sometimes need to

work with what we have. In Part 2 of this course, tips and tricks will be discussed on how to ‘Get the most

out of you mic.’

Let’s look at the process I go through when I record a game with my microphone
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Learn how to use free software for;

 Recording from a camera

 Editing recordings/ captures

Sourcing and adding free music


